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SLT973XS
HALO RANGEHOOD

Rangehood Type Ceiling Cassette

GTIN

Country of Origin Handcrafted in Italy

Designed to Suit Up to 600mm GAS or INDUCTION

Controls Remote Control

Speed Settings 4

Ducting Diameter Rectangular Ducting

Recirculating No

Extraction Type Onboard Motor

Motor OnBoard Brushless Motor

Extraction Rate 1020m3/hr

Filter Type Aluminium Filter

Noise Level 53 dBa (min) to 62 dBa (max)

Lighting Dimmable And Dynamic Round Led 10W

Run-on Timer 10 Mins

Electrical Requirement 10A

Max Current (W) 191W

Product Dimensions (mm) W510 diameter (cut out dimensions)

Weight 15.5kg net

Warranty 3 Years (6 years when Sirius ducting is used)

SPECIFICATIONS

LINE DRAWING

KEY FEATURES

Single Motor
Power, performance and quiet efficiency are the most important 
elements in the performance of your Sirus hood. Sirius has worked 
tirelessly to create a product that ticks all the boxes.

Can be Recirculated
This rangehood offers ducting out or recirculating options. Ducted 
expels air outside, while recirculating passes the air through specially 
designed filters and recirculates back inside.

Powerful Extraction
With an impressive maximum airflow of 1020M3/H, this rangehood 
quickly and effectively removes smoke, steam, heat, odours, and other 
airborne particles from the kitchen.

Induction Safe
This rangehood boasts efficient filters and extraction capabilities to 
effectively manage increased steam and moisture levels resulting from 
minimal ambient heat compared to gas cooking methods.

LED Light Ring
LED lights emit less heat, saving energy and lasting longer, reducing 
replacement costs. Ideal for eco-friendly homes with excellent lighting 
quality.

Remote Control
This rangehood is equipped with a sophisticated, stylish remote control 
that offers users the convenience of adjusting fan speed, lighting and 
timer settings of the hood from a distance.

Hand Crafted In Italy
Sirius Rangehoods, a prestigious Italian brand founded in 1996, is 
renowned for its bold designs and commitment to premium materials 
and craftsmanship, making it a top choice for high-end rangehoods.

4 Speed settings
Sirius Rangehoods offer 4 speed settings. Levels 1 to 3 for light to 
normal cooking and level 4 for smoky or intense cooking. Covering all 
your cooking needs.


